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Where Do You Go From Here? 
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Training & Speaking

• Leadership 

• Team Building 

• Communication 

• Emotional Intelligence 

• Change Management

Certifications & Training Instruments

• GE Six Sigma Trained & Certified

• DiSC Personality Profiles; Authorized DiSC Partner

• Lominger’s Suite of Competency Tools

• Change Acceleration Coach

Process Facilitation

• Leadership Workshops 

• Team Building Events 

• Conflict Resolution 

• Performance Coaching 

Mary Schneider
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Objectives

• Importance of understanding your life values

• Factors to consider as you search 

• Assessing your skills and abilities

• Reflecting on your interests 

• Cool tools

• Having “the discussion” at work

• Q&A with panel

• Personal action plan

Mapping the next steps of your career journey
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As you consider your next move ….

• What are your life values and priorities?

• What fills your emotional tank? What drains it? 

• What are your strengths? What are your weaknesses?

• What are your passions? What motivates you?

• What are your short-term and long-term goals?

• Are you prevention-focused or promotion-focused?

• What’s your personality?

• Where do you want to live?

Honest, thoughtful reflection
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Life priorities

• Three key lessons:
• Stop looking at the clock and start looking at the compass

• Where you’re headed is more important than how fast 
you’re going

• Accept that success comes from interdependence and 
cooperation, not independence and competition

“First Things First” … Stephen Covey
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Life values activity

• Individually review the 20 life values cards 

• Prioritize the stack starting with top as most important to you

– Don’t overthink it … don’t worry about what others think

• Let’s focus on top 10

Understanding life values -> keeps your compass pointed True North

Understanding your life values
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Life values debrief

• What insights do you have from this exercise?

• If you did the “calendar test” would you see alignment?

• To what extent can this exercise help drive your job search?

Understanding your life values
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Skills analysis activity

❑ Developing methods/processes

❑ Counseling and mentoring

❑ Making presentations

❑ Managing a budget

❑ Measuring performance

❑ Project management

❑ Time management

❑Working under stress

❑ Collaborating with others

❑ Maintaining favorable image

❑ Ability to think on your feet

❑ Managing others

❑ Building relationships 

❑ Tracking/reporting KPIs

❑ Learning new s/w

❑ Situational leadership

❑ Setting priorities

❑Working without direction

❑ Managing bureaucracy

❑ Creating a vision

❑ Inspiring others

❑ Pushing back

❑ Managing up

❑ Training

❑ Negotiating

❑ Listening

❑ Persuading

❑ Organizing

❑ Leading

❑ Empathizing

❑ Guiding

❑ Coordinating

❑ Interpreting ideas

https://business.linkedin.com/talent-solutions/blog/authors/l/louadler
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Skills activity debrief

• What insights do you have from this exercise?

• To what extent can this exercise help drive your job search?

Understanding your skill set
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Getting the stars to align

What do 
companies 

need?

What’s fun 
for you?

What are 
you 

good at?
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If you could have any job … ?

• What’s your ideal “best” role long-term?  (3, 5, 10 years?)

– What KSAs do you have today?

– What gaps need to be addressed? How?

– Who can help?

• Build relationships before you need them

• LinkedIn network and groups

• Previous teams, managers, mentors
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Shopping for your next role

• Consider:

– Life values

– Interests, skills, abilities 

– Passions

– Long-term goals

• Explore job sites:

– Regardless of company, country

– Play with different titles

– What do they seek in candidates?

• Tools available
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Tools to explore
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Tools to explore
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Tools to explore
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Having the conversation at work

• Schedule 1:1 with manager

– Discuss elements you’ve enjoyed in current role

– Express interest in making a change

– Ask for his/her ideas regarding your next role and timing

– Be prepared with ideas of roles & functions that interest you

– Map potential next steps together
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Q&A with the panel

• Briefly highlight your career journey, from program to today

• What messages from today’s session resonated with you?

• Q&A from our audience

• Closing thoughts … final words of advice

Meet our panel
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Personal Action Plan

• What are your key take-aways from today’s session?

• What will you do differently as a result of your learnings?

• Create a personal action plan to drive lasting improvement
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Do what you love

“Find a job you love and you’ll 

never work a day in your life.”


